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Abstract
The confidence level of an inferencE' table is defined as a weight.ed truth probability of the
inference when sampling the reference set. The reference set is recognized by conditioning
on the values of ma.ximal partially ancilla.ry st.at.ist.irs. In the sampling experiment values
of incidental parameters are sampl(~d from fiducial distributions. The concepts in this
paper generalize ideas of Fisher (] D6] ).
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Introduction

What value to assign to the epistemological probability of statistical inference is still subject
of debate. Some hold that it should be equated to the value of a posterior probability. Some
may maintain that it is the truth probability of the inference when the same population
is repeatedly sampled. Simple examples (Fisher (1973) and Dawid (1982)) show that the
latter point of view may lead to unsound inferences. These examples serve to show that not
the whole sample space but only a subset of it, the 'reference set', should be sampled, as a
statistical experiment may be an ancillary mixture of subexperiments.
The reference set for any observation is contained in the sample space of the subexperiment
to which the observation belongs. The recognition of the appropriate reference set is an
important and necessary step in any process of verification of statistical inferences.

0.1

Sampling the reference set (Fisher, 1961)

Consider the inference concerning the mean of a normal population. The sample size nand
the sample variance 13 2 are known characteristics of the reference set. In the process of verification of any table for the population mean JI, the table is applied only if the generated
sample has the same characteristics. Consider the table that gives the parameter statement
JI > x - c.s/
\vhere c is some constant and x represents the sample mean. Its conditional
truth probability equals q,(c.s/a) and depends on the incidental (or 'nuisance') parameter 0'.
Of course, some values of 0' are more likely than others, given the observation 13 2 • Tables for
0' can be defined by using the pivot (II - 1 )13 2 /0'2, where n is ancillary. These tables can be
represented by a fiducial distribution for a, i.e. the confidence level of any statement for 0' in
any of the tables can be evaluated by integration of the fiducial density of a over the region
defined by the statement.
Now the process of verification can lw defined. The observations can be sufficiently represented by n, x and 13 2 • The re[er<:'I1<'(' set is sampled as follows. First an arbitrary value of
Jt is chosen. Then a value of a is sampled from its fiducial distribution. Now a value of x is
generated according to the simultaneous distribution of n, x and 8 2 with parameters Jl and
2
0'2, conditioned on the observed vaI\1es of 11' a nd 8 • The ta ble is applied, yielding a statement
for JI. that rnay be either true or false. The confidence lewl of the table is now taken to be
equal to the truth probability of this eXjwrimellt.
The fiducial distribution for a is verified similarly. Now n characterizes the reference set. An
arbitrary value of a is chosen and a value of 13 2 is generated according to the simultaneous
distribution of nand 8 2 , conditioned on the observed value of 11. The fiducial probability (or
confidence level) of any statement for a is the truth probability of this simple experiment.

vn

0.2

Sampling the reference set (General)

The above well-known example is described here in some detail to illustrate the process of
verification in an uncomplicated setting. Tn this article Fisher's concept of sampling the reference set is generalized in order to bi' able to cope with more complica.ted settings. One
complication is that the ancillary information (i.e. the observed va.lue of the ancillary statistic and its distribution) may allow for inference \vith respect' to only a part of the incidental
parameter. Another is that the relevan t truth probabilities of the table under consideration
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may depend ,on only a part of the incidental parameter, with the logical consequence that
inference is needed for that part only. The most int,eresting complication finally is that the
ancillary subexperiment, to which the observation belongs may itself be an ancillary mixture
of subexperiments and so on (Berkum et al. (1995)).
w

Ao

first level
second level

.'

The natural generalization of Fisher's verification experiment can now be described. Let us
start with an example. Let n 110 thl.' set of possible outcomes of an experiment and let w
be the actual outcome or observa tion. S 11 ppose that the maximal partially ancillary statistic
(see Section 2) divides the sample span' into two subsets .1 1 and .10 • This statistic is called
ancillary on the first level. Suppose also that .1 1 is divided into two subset.s All and .1 10 by
an ancillary statist.ic on the second level and let the observation w belong to All (see figure).
\Nith respect to the conditionalmodcl given .4 11 let ther(' ('xist no nont.rivial ancillary statistic. So All is the reference set corr('sponding to t.he observation w. It is sampled as follows.
First a value of the parameter is cllos('n, where the choice of t.h(' incidental parameter part
should be compatible with the ancillary information on the first level. For example, in the
Student case discussed by Fi&her, the value of JI is free to choos(' but the value of a results
from sam pIing its fid ucial distribution. After the parameter value is determined an observation is generated from the correspond ing condit.iona 1 distribution gi ven A 1. If this observation
belongs to the reference set All th(' tahle under consideration is applied and the truth value
of the corresponding paTameter stat(,lIl<:'nt is d('t('rmined .. If it. b('longs to .1 10 it is discarded
and a new value of the incidental parameter part is chosen. This time however the choice
has to be compatible with the ancilla.ry informat.ion on the second level. Subsequently a new
observation is sampled from the corrl.'sponding conditional distribution given the reference
set All. Then the table is applied.
S~, in general, if a paTticular table should be verified a parameter value is chosen in a way
that is compatible with the first level ancillary in formation. Sampling from the corresponding condi tional distribution, given the appropriate ancillary su bset, gives an observation that
either belongs to the reference set. or to an ancillary subset on a deeper level. In the latter case the current observation is discarded and t.he incidental parameter part is chosen in
accordance with the ancillary information on the deepest possible level, whereas the interesting parameter part remains unchang('d. A new observat.ion is sampled from the appropriate
conditional distribution. The proc('ss is r('peated until the reference set is reached. If there
are n ancillary levels the reference s(,tis reached in at most n st('ps. If there is no nontrivial
ancillary statistic then n itself is the r('f('rence set. When the rderence set is reached the
table is applied and the truth value of 11w corresponding parameter statement is determined.
The choice of the parameter value mayinnueuce the value of the truth probability associated
with the table. If choices are done SUell that th(' trllth probabilit.y is minimized, the resulting
truth probability may be termed the confidence level of the table.
We are confident that the above description of the process of veriFi~atioll is generally applica.-
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ble. 'Confidence' is seen to be the value of the truth probability in a well-defined experiment.
The original observation together with the specification of the interesting parameter part determines the subset of the sample space to be sampled. Which sampling distribution should
be used depends on the ancillary information.

0.3

Supplementary remarks

- Negative relevance

The ancillary structure of inference models is ill-conditioned in the sense that an infinitesimal change in the probability model may cause the ancillary structure to disappear. The
examples of Fisher and Cox (Fi,slwr (1973) anel Dawid (1982)) can' easily be modified such
that this is the case. Unconditional inferences may now be unsound as negatively relevant
subsets of the reference set appear. Approximate ancillary statistics may now be used to
define suitable inferences.
- Coherence

If we agree that a table is unsoll nd when negativdy relf'vant su bsets of the reference set can
be recognized, then statistical inferences, or rather the associated inferential probabilities,
are not coherent. It is not possiblp to avoid positively relevant subsets for the two-sided
Student inference table (see Brown (1967)) which implies that negatively relevant subsets
can be recognized for the complillH'ntary inference table.
An even simpler instance of non coherence of inferential probabilities occurs when one observation .1: E IR of an unspecified distribution with median f} is given. The inferential
statement () ~ x has inferential probability
whereas the complimentary statement () < x
has probability O.
Different inference rules for the samc inference model may give rise to noncoherent inferential distributions, Le. to a given inferential statement more than one inferential probability
may be assignf'd. depending on t!Jp inf('r('nce r1lle (s('(' "'ilkinson (1977) or Berkum et aI.
(1996)).

1,

- Inval'iance and sufficiency

The convention that observational ('vidence should be reduced by means of invariant or
sufficient statistics has the effect that observations are grouped together and that the inference is the same for each member of the group. It excludes from consideration inferences
that contain arbitrary elements contrary to common sense.
- Statistical inference

The a-field of interest is (see Section 3) generated by a collection of subsets of parameter space corresponding to a prespecified collection of admitted inferential statements.
This collection is ca.Iled the core of interest. Every in ferential statement in an inference is
an element of the core. The core could be all open convex sets for example.
An inference table is ca.Iledprojl<'r if it can he veri ned by appropriate sampling of the
reference set aud there do not exist negatively relevant subsets of the reference set.
An inference table is called sharp (with respect to a given core) if there does not exist a
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second proper table with the same level of confidence a.nd such that the inferential statement (an element of the core) for each observation is contained in the statement of the
first table.
It is tempting to state that an inference table is valid if and only if it is proper and sharp.

0.4

Summary

In Section 1 some measure theoretic definitions and theorems are given, that are to be used
in later sections. In Section 2 the maximal partially ancillary statistic is defined. The
ancillary trace and the reference set for any given observation in any given inference model
are determined in Section 3. In Section .4 the confidence level of a given inference rule is
defined by appropriate sampling the reference sd. Section .5 contains sOllle examples.

1

Prelhninaries

In this section we collect preliminariC's for reference in subsequent sections. Therefore the
reading of the paper can start with SE'ction 2 and relevant parts of this section can be read
when they are referenced.

1.1

Let /\ be a map from a set X into a set Y. 'Ye refer to X as the domain and to Y
as the codomain of A. The powE'l'set of X, i.e. the collection of Sll bsets of X, is written as
P(X). The maps
A~

: P(X)

->

P(Y) ,

A--- : P(y)

->

P(X) ,

are defined as

A-.(A) := {A(a) El'l a E .1},

A eX,

A<-(B):={bEXIA(b)EIJ}.

Bel'.

(1.1.1)

Let F be a a-field of subsets of the <'Odomain Y, Le. (Y, F) is a measurable space. We refer
to

(1.1.2)

a(A) := {A<-(B)

I BE F}

as the a-field of subsets of the domain X generated by the map A frail) X into the measurable
space (Y. F).
1.2
Let X be a set and let A e P( X) be a collection of su bsets of X. The intersection of
the a-fields on X containing A is said to be the a-field a(A) genera.ted by A.
4

1.3
(1.3.1)

Let (X, F) be a measurable space. For A C X we write
FIA := {B

nA IB

E F} ,

and \ve refer to the a-field FIA on A as the trace of F on A.

1.4

We now formulate a theorem for later use.

Theorem. Let A be a surjection from a set X into the set Xl of a measurable space
(Xl, Fd· The map A- : Fl - 4 a(A) is an isomorphism between the a-fields F l on Xl and
a( A) on X, i.e. A-is a bijection froll1 F] into a( A) such that

for all B, C E Fl. Furthermore, the map A_ : a(A)
A-: F l ----" a(A).

-4

F] is the inverse map of the bijection

Proof. Obviously we have

for all B, C E Fl. We now show that A- : F 1 ----" a( A) is a bijection. Let B E F l and put
A = A-(B) E a(A). Evidently we have A~( A) C B. Since A : X ----" Xl is a surjection we
have A~(A) = B. Hence A- : F 1 - ap) is a bijection such that A~ : a(A) - 4 F 1 is the
inverse map.
0
Corollary. Let (X o, F o), (X], F]), (X 2 • F 2 ) be three measurable spaces and let A be a measurahle surjection from (Xll F 1 ) into (X 2 ,F2 ). Tlle proonct a-fi('lds F 0 0a(A)and F 0 0F2
are isomorphic. The corresponoing isomorphism ,\ l)('tw('cn the a-field F o @ a(A) on X o X Xl
and the a-field F o ® F 2 on X 0 X X 2 is gi ven hy

1.5
Let X be a set and let I be an index set such that to evcry i E I there correspond a
measurable space (Xi, Fi) and a map Ai : X - 4 Xi.
The a-field on X generated by the collection

A := {Ai liE I}
of maps on X is written as O"(A) and
(1.5.1)

a(1\) := a(UEI a(A;)) ;

see 1.2 and (1.1.2).
.5

1.6
Let (X, F) be a measurable space. The set of probability measures on F is denoted
by F. For A E F consider the map
(1.6.1)

AA(p) := p(A) E [0,1],

pEF ,

from F into the unit interval. The a-field of Borel subsets of the unit interval is written as
B[O, t]. The a-field generated by the collection

{AA

IA

E F}

of maps from F into the measurable space ([0, 1], B[O, 1]) is denoted by F; see (1.5.1). We refer
to (F, F) as the space of probability measures on the a-field F. Let P C F be a collection
of probability measures on F. vVe refer to (P, FIP) as a space of probability measures on F;
see (1.3.1).

1. 7 Let F 1 , F 2 be two a-fields on a sct X. The a-fields F 1 and F 2 are called algebraically
independent, notation F 1 .1 F 2 , if cvC'ry inclusion between sets of F 1 and F 2 is trivial, i.e.
for all A E F 1 and 11 E F 2 we have
(1.7.1)

A C B :::} A

= 0 or

B

=X

.

1.8 Let (X, F) be a measurabk spac<' and let P C F be a family of probability measures
on F. The space of all probability ll\C'asures on F is written as (i?", F); see (1.6). The a-field
Fa C F on X is said to be regular. if t hen' exists a measurable map P from (X X P, F a0FIP)
into (F, F) such that
(1.8.1)

J

P(x,p)(B)p(dJ:)

= p(A nil)

A

for all A E Fa, B E :F and pEP. Here F u 0 FIP is the product a-field on the cartesian
product X x P corresponding to the a-fields Fa and FIP on X and P resp<'ctively. For pEP
we refer to the map

(1.8.2)

P(·, p): (X, Fa)

--'0

(F, F)

as the regular conditional probabilit.y I!l<'asnre on F given Fa corresponding to pEP.
A measurable map S from (X,F) into a measurable space is said to be a statistic on (X,F),
if the a-field a( S) C F on X generat ed by S is regular.

1.9 Let (X, F) be a measurahl<'
F, if for all B E :F we have
(1.9.1)

B C A :::} B

Sp'ICl'.

= 0 or B = /1

The nO!l('mpty set.A E F is said to be an atom in

.
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The a-field F on X is called atomic, if there exists a partition of X such that every element
of the p'artition is an atom in F.
Let (X, F) be a measurable space. The property that F is atomic does not imply that a
sub-a-field Fa C F is atomic also. This can be seen in the following example.
Consider the measurable space (JR, F), where the a-field F on the set JR of the real numbers
is given by

F := {A C JR

I A is countable or JR\A

is countable}.

Obviously the a-field F on JR is atomic. Now consider

F o := {A E F

I An [0, 1J = 0 or

.4 C [0, lJ} .

It is easily verified that F o C F is a nonatomic a-field on JR.

2

Partially ancillary statistic

In this section the relevant terminology is introd Hced and the definition of a maximal partially
ancillary statistic is given.
Consider an experiment. The set of possible outcomes of the experiment is denoted by n. The
a-field of events on n is written as~. Tlw measurable space (n,~) is the sample space of the
experiment. Let (£:,~) be the spac€' of probability meas11l'es on ~: see 1.6. The probability
distribution on I: corresponding to the olltcome of the experiment. is not known. However, a
subset P C f; is given such that til(' probability distribution of the outcome of the experiment
is in the set P. The meas11l'able space (P, ~IP), see 1.6. of probability meas11I'es on ~ is said
to be the probability model of the €'xjwriment. \Ve assume that every sufficient and every
ancillary statistic is trivial. If this is not the case, then the observation should be reduced
to the value of the minimal sufficient statistic and its distribution should be conditioned
on the value of a maximal ancillary statistic. Let Po be the probability distribution of the
outcome of the experiment. It lllay 1)(' 1 hat onp is interested only in a specific aspect of Po,
i.e. a collection of admitted infprential sl atetllents is specified. The a-field generated by this
collection is referred to as the a-field of intNE'st R C ~IP. The triple
sample space

(2.i )

(n.~) .

probability model
a-field of interest

Rc~IP

is said to constitute an inference model for the experiment. The authors introduced a reduction and conditioning scheme, the so-called SeTRA scheme, to transform inference models
into so-called reference models (Derkulll et al. (HlD5)). In a reference model all invariant,
partially sufficient and partially ancillary statist.ics are trivial. III the process of verification
of statistical methods as described in this paper. the conditioning steps (A-steps) in SCIRA
playa crucial role. Therefore in this sect ion we recall the definition of a partially ancillary
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statistic; see Berkum et al. (1995).
Let A be a statistic on the sample space (0, l:). This statistic induces a partition of O. Its
elements are given by
(2.2)

C(w) := fry EO

I A(ry) =

A(w)},

wE 0 .

The a-field on n generated by A is denoted by a(A); see (1.1.2). We suppose that a(A) is
atomic, such that C(w) is an atom of a(A) for all wEn; see 1.9. The marginal probability
distribution on a(A) corresponding to pEP is denoted by <pep). The a-field on P generated
by the map <p from P into the space (;(A),a(A)) of probability measures on a(A), see 1.6,
is written as a( <p) C l:IP.
Fix wEn. For pEP we write

where P(·, p) : (n, a(A)) - (I:, ~) is a regular conditional probability distribution on ~ given
a(A) corresponding to pEP; see (1.8.2). The a-field on P generated by the map 'l/J from P
into the space (~, ~) of probability measures on ~ is denoted by a('ljJ) C ~IP.
The statistic A on (O,~) is said to be partially ancillary with respect to w E 0, if the marginal
distribution <p(p) is not informative with respect to the interesting aspect of PEP, i.e.
(2.4)

R..La(<p);

see 1.7, and the interesting aspect of ]J E P is a function of the conditional probability
distribution 4;(p), i.e. the map '~:' in (2.3) l:C111 be chosen such that

(2.5)

R

c

uCll') .

The partially ancillary statistic A is said to be maximal, if for all partially ancillary statistics
A' on (n,~) we have
(2.6)

a(A) C a( A')

=}

a( A)

= a( A')

.

In general there does not exist a llniqlH' maximal partially ancillary statistic with respect to
wEn.

3

Ancillary trace and reference set

The first important step in the verirtcatioll of inference tables is the determination of the
reference set. A statistical experimcnt Illay be an ancillary mixture of subexperiments. The
mixillg distribution is not informatin:' \vith r('sl)('cl to thE' int('n'sling paTameter part, but
may be informative with respect to thc incidental paral\1('ter paTt. By use of a maximal
partially ancillary statistic, as defincd in Sectioll 2, the sulwxperiment to which the original
observation belongs is determined. The subexperiment may again be an ancillary mixture
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of subexperiments and so on. At every step sample space is reduced by means of invariant
or partially sufficient statistics. In this way we construct a decreasing sequence of subsets
of sample space, such that every element of the sequence can be considered as the sample
space of a subexperiment. This chain of subsets is called an ancillary trace. When the
subexperiment is not a mixture, the reference set is recognized to be the smallest element of
the chain.
Let (n,~) be the sample space, (P, ~IP) the probability model and R c ~IP the a-field
of interest of an inference model; see (2.1). Furthermore, let (n, ~o), (Po, ~JPo), R o c
~olPo be the inference model in the SCIRA reduction and conditioning scheme before the
first conditioning step on a maximal partially ancillary statistic. So the a-field ~o C ~
corresponds to invariant and partially sufficient reduction steps in SCIRA. The set Po contains
the marginal probability distributions on Eo corresponding to the probability distributions
on E contained in P, Le.

(3.1)

Po = {7j'o(p) E

Eo I ]J E P}

.

where 1/Jo(p) is the marginal probability distribution on Eo correspondil.lg to pEP. For the
a-field R o of interest we have
(3.2)

R o = {1/'o-(B) E EolPo III E R}

see 1.1. The a-fields Rand R o are isomorphic (see Derkum et aJ. (199:'))).
Fix the observation wEn and define

(3.3)

Co(w) :=
,

n.

The SCIRA reduction and conditioning scheme of the inference model (n, Eo), (Po, EoIPo ),
R o C ~olPo is the repeated application of a transformation. Essentially, this basic transfoi'mation is performed in two steps. The first step is conditioniug on a nontrivial maximal
partially ancillary statistic with respect to w. tlIP second step is a reduction corresponding
to invariant and/or partially sufficients statistics. Suppose that after k:, k: ;::: 0, repetitions of
the above transformation, we obtain il reference model with respect to w, i.e. all invariant,
partially sufficient and partially ancillary statistics are trivial. So k: + 1 inference models are
specified. \Ve now recursively introduce notatiolls related to these inference models. Let

(n, Ei-d, (Pi-I, ~i-lIT\-I)'

Ri-l

C Ei-1IPi-l

be the inference model after i-I, i = 1,2", " h\ transformations, and let Ai be the nontrivial
maximal partially ancillary statistic on (n, Ei-d corresponding to the conditioning step in
the i1h-transformation. Furthermore. let Ei C Ei-l be the a-field on n corresponding to the
reduction step in the i1h-transformation. So the sample space of the new inference model is
(n, Ei). Since in (:3.3) we defined Co("':) := n, we may assn111C to have cOllstructed recursively
the sets

9

Define
(3.4)

Gi(W):= {1] E Gi-l(W)

I Ai(l]) =

Ai(W)} E U(Ai) ,

where u(A i ) C ~i-l is the u-field on f! generated by Ai. Since ~i-l C
(f!, ~i-d may be considered as a statistic on (n,~) also. For pEP let

P(·,p):

(n, U(Ai))

-+

~

the statistic Ai on

(i:, ~)

be a regular conditional probability distribution on ~ given u( Ai) corresponding to pEP;
see (1.8.2). For pEP we define the probability measure 1/Ji(p) on ~i as follows

(3.5)

V'i(p)(B):= P(w,p)(B).

n E ~i

.

So we defined the map

and for all pEP we have.

(3.6)

V'i(p)( C(w)) = 1 .

The probability model of the new inf('r(,llce JllO(]el is written as (Pi,

(3.7)

Pi := {V'i(p) E

and the u-field R i C
(3.8)

i:i I pEP}

~ilPi

~i1Pi),

where

.

of interest ill the new inference mod('] can be put in the form

Ri := {~'i~( B) E ~i1Pi

I [J

E R} .

The map

is a surjection and R C u( 1/J;), see (2.5). So it follows from the theorem in 1.4 that the u-fields
Rand Ri are isomorphic. We now havE' constructed the inference model

from the it.h-transformation. Recursively we have specified /,:

such that
10

+ 1 iuference

models

~k

C

~k-l

C ... C

~l

C

~O

C

~

,

(3.10)

and the a-fields ni and n, 0 ~ i ~ k, are isomorphic .. We refer to (3.10) as an ancillary
trace with respect to the observation wEn. The number k is called the trace depth. The
inference model

is a reference model with respect to:.N' and the reference set Ref( w) is defined by
(3.11)

4

Ref(w) := Ck(W) .

Salllpling the reference set

The confidence level of a. given inferenc(' table is defined as a weighted truth probability of
the inference when sampling the refcrence set. These truth probabilities may depend on the
incidental parameters. This depend('IH',v determines the interesting aspect of the incidental
parameter. In this context the concepl. of crosscoherence plays a crucial role. The incidenta.l
problem is an inference problem as well. This allows for a recursive definition of confidence
level. We first describe the ancillary structure of the inference problem.
c ~IP the a-field of
Let (n,~) be the sample space, (P, ~IP) the probability model and
interest of an inference model. \Ve suppose that. tIle a-field
of interest is atomic, i.e. there
exists a partition

n

(4.1)

P = URI'
I'Er

of the set P such that for every J' in the index set
n of interest; see 1.9.
For wEn let
(4.2)

(n, ~i), (Pi, ~iIPi),

be the k(w)
(4.3)

n

ni c ~iIPi,

r

the set R.., E R. is an atom in the a-field

0 ~ i ~ k(w) ,

+ 1 inference models corr('sponding to the ancil1ary

Ref(w)

trace

= Ck(w)(w) C Ck(w)-dw) C ... C C1(w) C Co(w) = n ;

see (3.9-11).
The marginal probability distributioll 011 ~o corresponding to]J E P is denoted by 1/.'o(p) E Po;
see (3.1). For 1 ~ i ~ k(w) the conditional prohability distribution on ~i given the value
Ai(w) of the partially ancillary statistic Ai on (n, ~i-ll corresponding to pEP is written as
7/.'i(p) E Pi; see (3.7). So for 0 ~ i ~ k(w)
11

4.1

Inference table

A table fixes a subset UW of the parameter space P for every observation wEn, such that
UW E R. To the observation wEn corresponds the inferential statement Po E UW, where
Po E P is the unknown probability distribution of the outcome of the experiment. So a table
is represented as a set U c n x P such that U E l; 0 n, where l; (3) R is the product u-field on
the cartesian product n x P corresponding to the u-fields l; and R on nand P respectively.
For (w,p) E n X P we have

UW = {p E P

(4.1.1)

I (w,p)

E U} E R,

I (w,p)

E U} E ~ .

and we write
(4.1.2)

Up

:=

{w E n

So Up is the set of observations w stich that j) E [Tw. Suppose that two observations WI,W2 E
Ref(w), wEn, must be identified according to the reduction or ~ to ~k(w). A table [T is
assumed to satisfy

Or equivalently
(4.1.:3)

4.2

U E ~k(w) 0 R .

Confidence level

In the verification experiment for a tahle [T as described in S('ction 0.2 the value of the
interesting parameter part remains ullchanged. So for a chosen ~i E r only the probability
distributions in the atom R-y C P oftht, a-field R orinterest are used as sampling distributions
in the verification experiment; see (4.]).
Let wEn be the original observation and let w" E Ref(w) be the outcome of the sampling
experiment as described in 0.2 and to he specified in this section. Obviously we have [Tw· E R;
see (4.1.1). So for the atom R~I in R. either R-y C (fw" or R-, C P\Uw*. We propose
the confidence level associated \vith th(' table U and the original observation wEn to be
essentially the truth probability of th<' statement
(4.2.1)

R-yCUw*.

Vle refer to this statement as the samplccl inference cOITPsponding to
the sampling experiment.
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OJ'

E

r.

\iVe now specify

In the verification experiment we consider k(w)

corresponds to the
iment is given by

(4.2.2)

jth

+ 1 subexperiments.

The inference model

subexperiment; see (4.2). The table to be verified in the i th su bexper-

C((i):= {(W,1Pi(p)) E n

X

Pi I (w,p) E U} ;

see (4.4). Note that U E Ek(w) @R, U(i) E Ek(w) @Ri and that the u-fields Ek(w) @R and
Ek(w) @ Ri are isomorphic such that U and U( i) are each others images; see the corollary in
lA.Let O'ib, U,w) be essentially the truth probability of the sampled inference in the i th
subexperiment for the table U( j) corresponding to I E r and the original observation wEn.
The oth subexperiment is the veriflcat.ion experiment itself, and therefore the confidence level
O'(U,w) associated with the table U and the original observation wEn is defined by

(4.2.:3)

O'(U,w) =

inf

0'0(7,(7, ..,.:).

"YEf

In the sequel the values of the truth probabilit.ies O'i, 0

4.2.1

~

i

~

I.:(w), are calculated.

Truth probabilities

The values of the truth probabilities O'i, 0 ~ j ~ I.:(w), are calculated by use of induction
with respect to the trace depth k(w). First consider the case I.:(w) = O. So every partially
ancillary statistic is trivial. NO'\! the l'el'el'l'nCe se\ Hef(w) = n and it is sampled by use of a
probability distribution arbitrarily cltosen in R"Y C P. IIf'nce

(4.2.1.1) O'ob, U, w) =

inf

p( Up) ;

pER.,

see (4.1.2). The reader who is not inclill('(l to equate the confidence level of the table U to
(4.2.1.2) O'(U,w)

=

inf
"YEf

O'ob, (i,w)

=

inl'
pEP

p(Up )

,

may not benefit from further reading 01' th(' paper. Note that, in case I.:(w) = 0, the confidence
level of U is independent of wand t.hat. it. is not equal to the inference's repeated sampling
truth probability itself but to it.s largf'st. lower bound.
Assume that we have calculated the "alues of the truth probabilit.ies (\'i, 0 ~ i ~ k(w), for
all experiments with trace depth I.:(w) = 11 for fixed 11 ~ O. W(' now calculate these truth
probabilities for experiments with trac(' depth 11 + 1. According to the above assumption
the valuf's of the truth probabilitif's (li("). (',w). 1 ~ i ~ I.:(w) = /I + L are known. The
value of 0'0 is computed in the following way. Let 7J E R,o be tIl(' sampling distribution of a
verification experiment to be used in the first subexperiment. Fisher proposed to sample from
the conditional distribution 'I/'](p) E PI giwn C 1 (w); see (4.:3). The sampled observation either
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belongs to the reference set Ref(w) = C n +1 (w) or to one of the sets Ci(W)\Ci+l(W), 1 ~ i ~ n.
The corresponding conditional truth probabilities are equal to 1/Jl(p)(Up I Ref(w)) and to
aib, U,w) respectively; see (4.1.2) and (4.2.1). So for P E R-y the truth probability is equal
to
n

(4.2.1.3) (3(p) =1/Jl(p)(Ref(w))1/Jl(P) (Up

I Ref(w))+ L1/Jl(p)(Ci(W)\Ci+l(w))aiC'Y,U,w).
i=l

The incidental aspect of p is its variation within R-y. It may affect the value of the truth
probability (3. The ancillary statistic's value and distribution provide an inferential distribution for this effect. For fixed /, Fisher proposed to sample the incidental aspect of p from this
distribution and to sample an observation from the resulting distribution. The truth proba.bility of this compound experiment is a weighted average of (3. In general, the weighting
distribution for (3 is not unique. TI]('l"e[ore (Yo( /, U, w) is equal to the largest lower bound of
the corresponding truth probabilities. To construct this weighting distribution it is necessary
first to define the so-called incidental experiment.
4.2.1.1. Incidental experiment
The (T-field generated by the partiall,\' ancillary statistic Al on (ft So) is denoted by (T(Ad C
~o. The sample space of the incidental experiment is (ft (T( Ad). The marginal probability
distribution on (T(A 1 ) corresponding to]J E Po is denoted by cp(p). The (T-field on Po generated
by the map cp from Po into the span' ((T(Ad. (T( Ad) of probability measures on 0"( AI) is
denoted by (T(cp) c ~oIPo. We have
(4.2.1.1.1) (T(t.p) 1- R o ;

see (2.4). Introduce the map

by

A(p):= cp'l/'o(p), pEP.
where 'l/'o(p) is the marginal distribution on ~o corresponding to PEP; see (3.1). The (T-field
on P generated by the map A from Pinto ((T(Ad,(T(Ad) is written as (T(A) C LIP. The
(T-fields R C ~IP and R o C ~olPo a.n' isomorphic and t1wrefore we conclude from (4.2.1.1.1)
(4.2.1.1.3) (T(A) 1- R .

The probability model of the incidental experiment can be written a.s
(4.2.1.1.4) (.1, (T(A I )1.]) ,
where
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J := {A(p) E O"(Ad I p E 'R.,,} .
The collection J is independent of " since it follows from 0"( A) 1. R that

for all 8 E rand pEP.
The probability structure of the incidental experiment is given by
sample space:

(n,O"(Ad) ,

probability model:

(.1. er(Adl.]) .

We assume that every sufficient and every ancillary statistic on (n, 0"( Ad) is trivial. If this
is not the case, then O"(Ad should be reduced according to the minimal sufficient statistic
and the distribution of the observation in the incidental experiment should be conditioned
on the value of a maximal ancillary slatistic. We now establish t he a-field of interest in the
incidental experiment.
4.2.1.1.1. Interest specification and crosscoherence

For the specification of the interest in the incidental experimen t the a-fields 0"( A) IR." and
O"(fJ) on R." are relevant. Here a(;3) is t.hl:' a-field on R." generated by the map fJ in (4.2.1.3)
from R." into the unit interval. The illcidental experiment is introduced to construct the
appropriate weighting distribution for the function fJ on R.". Therefore the O"-field O"(A)IR."
should be reduced in relation to a(;3). For this reduction we use the concept of crosscoherencej
compare'tVilkinson (1977).
Two components of the a- field a( /\ 11 f{ .... can b0 disti nguis hed: on0 is relevant for O"(fJ) whereas
the other is not. Let the O"-fields F o and F] be s1lch that

and the a-field F] is not informative with l'C'spect to a(a(/3) UFo), i.e.

see 1.7. The latter condition cannol hI:' replaced by the weaker condition F 1 1. O"(fJ) and
F] 1. Fa; see Example 5.5. Now tl1<' sub-a-field Fa of a(X)!H-, is said to be crosscoherent
with a(fJ) if Fa is minimal with resjlect to inclusion, i.e, for every reduction Fa of O"(A)IR."
in the above sense \ve have

Fa

c Fa => Fa = F o .

We now specify the 0"- field I." of intNest ill the illcidental experi ment. Let F-, c 0"( A) IR." be
crosscoherent with 0"(,6). The a-field F." identifies the interest in the incidental experiment.
It follows from the theorem in 1.4 that the a-fields F." and
15

are isomorphic. So 1"1 is the u-field of interest in the incidental experiment, and the inference
model in the incidental experiment is given by
sample space

(n, a(A 1 ))

probability model

(J,a(AdIJ) ,

,

a-field of interest
Remark. Failure to take crosscoherence into account resulted in the unsharp inference
rule for the Behrens-Fisher problem (Fisher (1961)) as expressed in the New Cambridge
Elementary Statistical Tables (1984 ). The sharper inference (Welch (1947)) to be found in
the Biometrica Tables for Statisticialls (1970) is not proper. Linssen (1991) claims to give an
inference rule for the Behrens-Fishel' problem that is both sharp and proper (see 0.3).
4.2.1.1.2 Fiducial averaging
The appropriate weighting distribution for ,8 on R", is constructed by use of inferential distributions. These inferential distributions are discussed in Berkum 01. al. (1996). The incidental
experinwnt is an inference problem it.self. So the SCIRA reduction and conditioning scheme
should be .applied. First we discuss the case that the trace depth equals zero for every element
of the sample space of the incidental experiment.
According to Berkum et al.(1996) we introduce the reference space

where a(Atl @ 1"1 is the product a-field on the cart.esian product n X J corresponding to the
a-fields a(Atl on nand l-y on J. Let U C a(AdQ ["I be a nonempty collection of tables, see
4.1, and let 0' be a function from U x n into the unit interval such that O'(U,·) : n ---+ [0,1]
is Borel measurable for all U E U. Th(' pair (U, 0') is called an inference rule with inferential
function 0' if 0' is monotone, i.e.

for all U1 , U2 E U and wEn. In the sampling experiment the inferent.ial function 0' of the
inference rule (U. 0') is taken to be equal to the confidence level. Since in this case the trace
depth is zero 0'( U, w) is equal to th(' largest lower hound of the in ference's repeated sampling
truth probability, i.e.

O'(U,w) =

inf p(Up )

;

pEJ

see (4.2.1.2).
According to Berkum et al.(199G), in general tllerc exists a collection {pAt{1J),'" I TJ En} of
inferential distributions corresponding to the inference rule (U,o'). i.e. for all TJ En p A lt1J),"1
is a probability measure on R1J,-1 := a( {(TIl I U E U}) C I, such that for all U E U
16

and there exists V E U such that

see Definition 3.1 in Berkum et al.(1996).
This family of inferential distributions is uniquely determined by the inference rule (U, a).
In this case the inferential distributions are called fiducial distributions as the inferential
function is equal to the confidence level.
We now introduce the set Qw,'Y of probability measures on EIP that are compatible with the
ancillary information of AI, i.e.
(4.2.1.1.2.1)

Qw,'Y:= {q E ~

I q(;\-( B)) = pAdw),'Y(B)

for all BE RW''Y} ,

where ~IP is the set of probability lll('asures on ~IP. For q E Qw". the truth probability of
the componnd experiment as descrilwd in 4.2.1 is now equal to

J

j3(p) q( dp) ,

R-y

and
(4.2.1.1.2.2)

aob, U,w) =

inf
qEQ",·.-y

./ /3(p) q(dp) .
R ..

The confidence level o( U, w) of the tahlP U corresponding to the observation wEn is defined
to be
(4.2.1.1.2.3)

a(U,w) =

inf 00('·,[·.....:).
'YEr

according to (4.2.3).
vVe 110w have determined the confidellce level of a table that sat.isfies the condition that
for every incidental experiment the trace depth equals zero. If the determination of the
confidence level of a table leads to incidental experiments with tables satisfying the above
condition, then of course the confidence kvd can be calculated also. The inferential function
of inference rules in incidental experilll('nts is take'n to be' equal to the confidence level. The
corresponding family of inferential dis1rihutions is called a family of fiducial distributions. For
more complex ancillary structll1'es the confidence level of a table is determined by recursive
application of this process.
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4.2.2

Mainsteps in the calculation of the confidence level

Consider an experiment with trace depth k(w) = 11., 11. 2: 0, for the observation w. The
confidence level 0'( U, w) corresponding to a table U and the observation w is determined in
the following way.
First we determine the truth probabilities O'nh, U,w) in the nth subexperiment for all, E r.
The trace depth in the nth subexperiment is zero. So, according to (4.2.1.1)

(4.2.2.1)

O'nC'Y, U,w) =

inf 1/Jn(P)(Up ),
pER.,

Now suppose that we have calculated the truth probabilities O'jh, U,w) in the ph subexperiment for all / E r and all ; + 1 ::; j ::; 11, where 0 ::; ; ::; 11 - 1. The truth proba.bility
O'i(/, U,w) in the ;th subexperiment is. a.ccording to the theory in this section, determined as
follows.
First determine for p E R'Y the functioll

(4.2.2.2)

f3i(]J)

= 7/'i+1(]J)(Up n Hef(w)) +

n-1

L

lj'i+1(P)(Cj(W)\Cj+1(W))O'jC'Y, U,w);

j=i+1
compare (4.2.1.3). Subsequently detcrm ine a.ccording to 4.2.1.1 the incidental experiment
corresponding to the ancillary statistic -";+1 on (n, ~i). We now have

(4.2.2.3)

nih, [l.w) =

inf
qEQ"-'.i

./ !3;(p)q(dp) ;
Hi

compare (4.2.1.1.2.1-2).

Remark. Suppose we have
(4.2.2.4)

'li,;(p)(C;(W)\Ci+1(W)) = 1

for all ]J E P and 0 ::; ; ::;

11. -

1. In this caSt' we have for all Jl E R_,
O::;i<n-l,
;=11-1.

Hence, for 1 ::; i ::;

(4.2.2.5)

11. -

1 we haw

O'ih, U,w) = 0'0(/, U,v.:) .

a.nd

(4.2.2.6)

O'(U,w)

=

inf O'n-l(/,C.W).
'YEf
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5

Exanlples

In this section we give some examples. In some of these examples both the set n of the sample
space (n,~) and the set P of the probability model (P, ~ I P) are finite. We extensively
discuss these elementary examples b('cause in this way the basic ideas and concepts of our
approach are illustrated preeminently. First we present the notation that we shall use. The
inference model is represented by a matrix as shown below.

P

](1

M

1

n
In this picture the elements of the s<l1\\]11(' space n are denoted by 1,2,3, ..., and the probability measures.in P are indicated by /\',. /\'2, ... , L}, L 2 • .... The partition of P generating
the a-field n of interest is specified by bars in tbe picture, i.E'.

By use of the matrix 111 we can COlllp"t(' probabilities as follows. The probability of the event
{j} corresponding to a probability 1l]('aSllre pEP is equal to

p( {j})

= mij! L

mi.i .

jEfl

where i is the number of the row tliat COI'f'('sponds to th(' probahility 111E'<lSme p.
Example 5.1
The inference model

(n, ~ = p(n)) , (P, ~IP) . 'R c

~IP

is given by (p(n) is the powerset of n)
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](1

](2
](3

L1
L2
L3

10
16
16

15
20

15

4

20

20
30

10
5

10
5
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8

8

1

2

3

4

The partition as described in (4.1) is written as

where'

So r := {](, L}.
The statistic

1, i = 1 .

](i) = {
2, i

= 2,3

is the unique invariant statistic on (0., ~). After the invariant reduction we obta.in a. reference
model. So for every wEn the tracp (Jppth l.:(w) = 0 and Rd(w) = 0.. Fl1l'thermore
~o

= a({1},{2,3})C

~

and for ]J E P we have that 'lj'o(p) is till' marginal distribution on ~o corresponding to pEP.
The reference model

(n, ~o) , (Po,

~oIPo)

, R o C ~olPo ,

is depicted below

(5.1.1)

7/.'0(](1) 5 1.5
7/.'0(](2 ) 8 12
7/Jo(L I ) 10 10
5
7/.'0(L 2 ) 15
8
7/.'0 ( L 3 ) 12
1 2, :3

see (4.2).
We now specify a table U E

~

t\)( /\'2) = 'l!·'O( 1\'3)

() R by
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see (4.1.1) and (4.1.3). Use (4.2.1.2) to obtain the confidence level O'{U,w) of the table U and
corresponding to the observation wEn. We get

O'(U,w) = inf{ao{K, U,w),O'o(L, U,w)} .
Use (4.2.1.1) to write

O'o(K, U,w) = inf{~,

n= ~ ,

(5.1.2)

So for all wEn we get 0'( U, w) =

!.

Example 5.2
The iilference model

(n, ~ = pen)) ,

(P. ~IP) . R

c

~IP

is given by
]{l

K2
(5.2.1)

L1
L2
L3

2 6 8 4
4 6 4 6
4 4 6 6
6 2 4 8
6 4 6 4
1 2 3 4

The part.ition as described in (4 .. j

)

is \\Titten as

where

So r := {K, L}.
We now specify the table U E

~

Cl R by

(.5.2.2)
see (4.1.1). All invariant and part.ially sufficient statistics on (n, ~) are trivial. Hence,
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Eo

=E ,

Po

= P.

Fix wEn, and take w := 1. Consider the statistic

Al (i)

={

I,

i = 1,2 ,

2,

i = 3,4

on (n, Eo) = (n, E). Let 'IjJ(p) be the c.onditional probability distribution on Eo = ~ given
Al = AI(w) corresponding to p E Po = P, and let <p(p) be the marginal probability distribution on

a(Ad

= a( {I, 2}, {:l,A}) C ~o = E

corresponding to p E

Po = P. \Ve h<l\'('

From (2.4,5) we conclude that Al is a partial1.v ancillary statistic on (n, ~o) with respect
to wEn. The statistic Al is also maximal and unique; see (2.6). After conditioning on
Al = AI(w) we obtain a reference model, i.e. all invariant,partially sufficient a.nd partially
ancillary statistics on the sample space (n,E I ) = (n,~) are trivial. So the trace depth
k( w) = "~(1) = 1. Since Po = P and ~l = ~ for the map

in (;3.5) we have

1h

= 'IjJ. The ref('J"('llc(, model

is depicted below

"pI (]{I)
7/-'I(I{2 )

(.5.2.3)

'ljJ1(Ld
7/-)1 (L 2 )
7/-'1 (L 3 )

5 15 0 0
8 12 0 0
10

10

0

0

5 0 0

15
12

8

0

1

2

3 .~

0

see (4.2). According to (4.3) we wrill'

{I, 2}

= Ref(w) = Cdw)

C Co(w)

=n .
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Obviously (4.1.3) is satisfied for all ]J E P and for w. It is easily verified that (4.1.3) holds
for all (1],p) E n X P. According to 4.2.2 we first have to determine the truth probability
0:1 (,', U, w) in the 1th subexperiment. The reference model (5.2.3) of the 1th subexperiment is
isomorphic with the reference model (5.1.1) in Example 5.1. Furthermore, the table U(I), see
(4.2.2), corresponds to the table in Example 5.1. So alb, U,w) equals the truth probability
(5.1.2) in the oth subexperiment of Example 5.1. Hence

(5.2.4)

We now calculate the truth probability ao( 'Y, U, w) in the Dth subexperiment in the case 'Y = L.
So following 4.2.1 we introduce the function (3 on R-y as described in (4.2.1.3) and (4.2.2.2).
In (4.2.2.2) we have i = 0, n = 1 and tlierefore

(3(L1)
(5.2.5)

= 1h(L l )(UL n H(,r(w)) =1!'J(L1)({I,4} n {L2}) = 1h(L1)({I}) = ~ ,
J

(3(L 2 ) = 1,1'1 (L 2 )({1} ) =

1.

(3(L 3 ) = 1j'1(L 3 )({l}) =

J,.

\Ve now describe the incidental ex!)('rill1ent corresponding to AI a.nd ~l = L E f; see 4.2.1.1.
The sample space (n,a(A])) and the probability modpl (J,a(.'1I)I.I), see (4.2.1.1.4), of the
incidenta.l experiment are given hclow

4G
.5
5
1,2 3,4

(.5.2.G)

Note that in this case (see (4.2.1.1.2))

A(Ld = '?1/-'o(L;) = <peL;).

i =1,2,:3.

We now specify the interest in the illcidental experiment. It follows from (5.2.5) and (5.2.6)
a(A)IR-y

= a( {L l , L 2}, {I,:~}) C ~IR-y

,

a((3) = a( {Ld, {L 2}. {I'3}) = ~IR-y .
According to the definition in 4.2.1.1.1 a(A)IR.. ., is the unique suh-a-field of a(A)IR-y which is
crosscoherent with a((3). So the a-fil,ld L, C a( Al )IJ of illterest in the incidental experiment
is given by

I-y = a (/1] )1.] .
The inference model
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(n,a(Ad) , (J,a(At}IJ) , [-y

= a(A 1)IJ

for the incidental experiment is also a reference model. So the SClRA scheme is trivial in this
case. Therefore the confidence level of tables for the incidental experiment can be calculated
according to (4.2.1.2). We now describe a family of fiducial distributions, see 4.2.1.1.2, as
a family of appropriate weighting distributions for f3 on R-yj see (5.2.5). To construct such
a family of fiducial distributions we first introduce an inference rule containing three tables
U1, U2, U3 E a(At} 0 [-y. These tables are specified by (see (4.1.1))

(U1)1,2 = (U2)1,2:= {<p(L 3)} , (U3)1,2:= J ,
(5.2.7)

(Ut}3,4:= {<p(L 1 )}

,

(U2)3,4 =

(U~)3,4:=

J .

Since the value of t.he inferential fllnrt.ion (\ of the inference rule has to be t.aken equal to the
confidence level, we conclude that for i = 1,2,3 and all 7) E n \ve have

see (4.2.1.2). For all

7]

E

n \ve obtain

O'(U, 7]) = ~ . 0'(U2, 7/) = ~ .

n((T:3. 7)) = 1 .

According to Derkum et al.(l99G) 11\('re exists a unique family of fiducial distributions on
1-y; see 4.2.1.1.2. The fiducial dislribu1 ion

on 1-y is calculated by use of Corollary 1.1 in Derkum et al. (l99G). We obtain
pAdwl.-,({ ep(Ld})

= f, .

p A d w )"({<p(L 3 )})

=~ .

The set Qw,-y in (4.2.1.1.2.1) can he put in the form

where the probability distribution

]1.,.

on ~IP is given by

px({kd) = Pr({1{2}) = O.
P.r({Ld) = x, p.r({L 2 })

= f, -;/:,

pA{L 3 })

=~ .

From (4.2.1.1.2.2) and (5.2.5) for the table U in (5.2.2) we get
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0'0(1', U,w)

= ao(L, U, 1) = infgx + ~(~ -

x)

+~ .~ I0 ~ x

~

n = ~: '

and by similar calculations we obtain

=

"1
0'0 ( l\,
[ ,)
1' 3 3
50 .

The confidence level a(U,w) of the table U and corresponding to the observation w = 1 is
evaluated following definition (4.2.1.1.2.3). We have

a(U,w)=a(U,l)= ~:.
Obviously a(U,2)

a(U,3)

= a(U, 1) = ~i"

and by use of the same procedllre one obtains

= cr(U,4) = i~ .

If we calculate the confidence level (\' of this tahle U using the argument of repeated sampling
only, then obviously we get a = ~. As a consequence of the verification process of statistical
methods as described in this paper. tllf' confidE'nce level (\' of the tahle U depends on the
observation. We got

cr(U,1) = a(U, 2) = ~i,
cr(U, 3)

,

= 0'(U,'4) = 2(~ . '

Example 5.3
The inference model

(n,

~ = pen)) ,

(1\

~IP)

. 'R

c

~IP

is given by
](1

](2

(5.3.1)

L1
L2
L3
L4

1
4

3 4 2
6
2
2

4

6

0
.:I

3 3 10
4 8 G
3 2 3 2 20
3 1 2 4 12
1 2 3 4
5
2

6

20
(j

]()

,I
0
'.~
()

The partition as described in (4.1) is writtell as

where
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So r = {K, L}.
We now specify a table U E E ® n by

(.5.3.2)

see (4.1.1). All invariant a.nd partiall.v sufficient statistics on
~o

~

=

(n,~)

a.re trivial. Hence,

, Po = P .

Fix wEn, and take w := 1. Consider the statistic

. {l,

Al (z) =

i = 1,.:2,:3, ~I .

i

2,

= 5. G

on (n. ~o) = (n, ~). Let ~'(p) 1)(' the conditional probability distribution on Eo = E given
Al = Adw) corresponding to ]J E Po = P. and let <p(]J) 1)(' the marginal probability distribution on

a(Ad

= a({1,2,3,4}.{5.fi})C

corresponding to P E Po

= P.

~o

=~

We have

From (2.4,5) we conclude that. AI is ,I part.ially ancillary stat.istic on (n, Eo) with respect
to wEn. The statistic Al is also Illaximal and unique; see (:2.G). After conditioning on
Al = AI (w) we obtain an inference model such that all invariant and partially sufficient
statistics on its sample space (n, ~o) = (n, E) are triviaL IIence,
~1

= ~o = ~ ;

see Section 3. Since Po

in (3.5) we have

1/'1 =

~"

=P

and

~I

=~

foJ' the map

The new inf0rence model
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(0, ~d , (PI, ~r1Pd , R 1 C ~11P1
is depicted below

1/;1 (1\' d

6 8 4 0
6 4 6 0
4 6 6 0
6 2 4 8 0
6 4 6 4 0
1 2 3 4 5
2
4
4

1/;1 (I( 2)
(5.3.3)

1/;1 (L 1)

1/;1(L 2 )
1/;1(L 3 )

0
0
0

1/;1(L 2 ) = 'l1h(L 4 )

0
0
6

The inference model (5.3.3) of the I lh ~mh('xp('rim('nt is isomorphic with the inference model
(5.2.1) in Example 5.2. So the statistic 1'1 2 on (0, ~d defined by

A 2 (i) =

I,
2,

{

3,

i

=L2.

~ = 3,4. ;
z = 5,6

is the unique and maximal partjall~' ancillary statistic on (0, ~l) \vith respect to w E 0;
compare the statistic Al in Exampk 0.:2. After conditioning on A 2 = A 2 (w) we obtain a
reference model. So the trace depth

k(w)
~2

= k(l) = 2

,

= ~1 = ~o = ~ .

This reference model is depicted below

(5.3.4 )

1/;2( /\'1) '5
'1/'2(1(2 ) 8
'1/'2 ( L 1 ) 10
'1/'2 ( L 2 ) 15

15
12
10
5

12
1

'I/'2(L 3 )

8

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2

:3

4

;)

()

Here

is a map such that 'I/'2(P),p E P. is the conditional probability distribution on ~2 given
A 2 = A 2 (w) and corresponding to PEP. For w = 1 E n we constl'llcted the inference models
f"\ " . )
( 3,l.,..:..J',.

"J

(p.
""IP')
~'I'~t
-1
•

~

·n.
/\.'1

C

"'IP'
~l

",.,

corresponding to the partially ancillary trace
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{1,2} = Ref(w) = C 2 (w) C Ct(w) = {1,2,3,4} C Co(w) =

n;

see (3.9-11). Obviously (4.1.3) is satisfied for all pEP and for w. It is easily verified that
(4.1.3) holds for all (1],p) E n X P. It follows from the isomorphism between the inference
models (5.3.3) and (5.2.1) and the correspondence of the tables involved, that the truth
probabilities a2( I' U, w) and at h, U, w) are equal to the truth probabilities of the 1th and oth
subexperiment in Example 5.2. Hence,

vVe now calculate the truth probability aoh, U, w) in the oth subexperiment in the case I = L.
Following 4.2.1 we introduce the function /3 on R-y as described in (4.2.1.3) and (4.2.2.2). In
(4.2.2.2) we have i = 0, n = 2 and therefore

= 1h(Ld({1}) + 1~ti'dLIl({:J,4})= ~;;~,

(.5.3.5)

(3(L 2 )

= (3(L 4 ) = ~:~g.

\Ve now describe the incidental eX!H'rilllellt corresponding to A] and I = L E f; see 4.2.1.1.
The sample space (n, C7(AI)) and the probahility model (J, er(A] )IJ), see (4.2.1.1.4), of the
incidental experiment are given below
1

(.5.3.6)

2

2
1
1,2,3,4.5,(j

Note that in this case (see (4.2.1.1.2))

A(Ld = i.pW(Li) = ep(L;),

i = 1,2,3,4.

We now specify the interest in the inci(knlal experiment. It. follows from (.5.3 ..5) and (5.3.6)

According to the definition in 4.2.1.1.1 erp)IR~1 is the unique suh-er-ficld of er(>') IR-y which is
crosscoherent with er((3). So the er-fi<-ld 1-. C rr(A, )1.1 of inll'rl'sl in the incident.al experiment
. is given by
1"1 = a(A1)IJ .
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The inference model

(n,O'(Ad) , (J,O'(AdIJ) , 1"1 = O'(AI)IJ
for the incidental experiment is also a reference model. So the SerRA scheme is trivial in
this case. Following a similar procecl ure as in Example 5.2 we obtain the following fiducial
distribution on 1"1

pAdw),'Y( {<p(L I )}) = ~ ,
pAdw),'Y( {<p(L 2 )}) = ~ .
The set Qw,'Y in (4.2.1.1.2.1) can be put in the form

I a :s :r, a :s

Qw,'Y := {Px,y E ~IP

where the probability distribution P.r,!!

y, x

011 ~IP

p.r,y({l\'dl

= Px.y({I\·2}) = o.

Px,y({Ld)

= x,

p~.,!!({L2}) =

1,

+ y :s &} ,

is given by

p~·,!!({I~3}) =y ,

From (4.2.1.1.2.2) and (.5.3.5) for tllt' lal>le If in (5.:3.2) we get

O'ob, U,w)

= O'o(L, U, 1) =

- 'III 'f{ 250
134 .
.1,

+ 250'
159 2 + HOi , + ]59(']
:3
250 . .IJ
250:3 -

-

.

:I. -

"

y.l

I 0 <_ .1.
,. 0 <
.+ Y <
I}
_ y, .1.
-:3

_
-

226
3i5 '

and by similar calculations we obtain

The confidence level O'(U,w) of the tal>le U and corresponding to the observation w = 1 is
evaluated following definition (4.2.1.1.2.:3). We have
0' (

=

[1, w)' (
0' U, 1)

Obviollsly O'(U, 2)

22"
= 375

= 0'(U.1) =

.

~~~, ami by Ilse of the same procedure one obtains

0'(U,3)

= 0'(U,4) =

~~~ ,

0'(U,5)

= 0'(U,6) =

]i

O

•
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If we calculate the confidence level 0' of this table U using the argnment of repeated sampling
only, then obviously we get 0' = ~. As a consequence of the verification process of statistical
methods as described in this paper, the confidence level 0' of the table U depends on the
observation. We got

O'(U, 1) = O'(U, 2) = ~~~ ,
0'(U,3)

= 0'(U,4) = ~~~ ,

0'( U, 5)

= O'(U, 6) = to

.

Example 5.4
Consider an experiment that consists of two successive steps. Only if step 1 succeeds, step
2 is performed. Only if step 2 sncc('('ds a normally distributed variable X is observed with
expected value p and variance (T2. The pa ra meter of in terest is II. Let
P(step 1 sncceeds)

= (1 + (T/IJlI)-1

P(step 2 succeeds)

= (1 + (Tj-l

and
.

The experiment is repeated n times. Let Xi denote the number of successful steps i. Now the
resulting sufficiently red tlced observation can be represented as (111, n2, X, s), where x is the
sample mean of the n2 2: 1 observations of X and 8 2 is the sample variance (n2 2: 2). There
are two levels of ancillarity. The stat istic Nt is the maximal partially ancillary statistic on
the first level (nl > 0), whereas (N 2 . Sj is the similar statistic on t.he second level.
The reference set is characterized b,Y Nt = 11 1, 1'V'2 = 112 and S = s. The verification of
inference tables is very similar to thaI dc'scril)('d in 0.1. Now the fiducial distribution for a
represents the inference for (T bas('d upon tht' value (112.8) and conditional distribution of
(N 2 , S), given N 1 = nl. Consider as (Ill examp\(' the casp that'll = 111 = :3. Inference tables
(T < (To, with confidence levels (\ can !Jp ddi1\ed. If 1/.2 = () th('1\ (T,. = iX'. If n2 = 1 we have
ao: = (n- t _1)-1 .

For

1/'2

= 2 and n2 = 3 ao: is the valnp of

P(N2

< 2 I Nt

(T

that satisfies the equations:

= 3) + P( N 2 = 2 I N 1 =

3) . P( 5

> 8 I N 2 = 2, Nt = 3)

=

(t ,

respectively. The fid ucial proha bi Ii ty of I hp par;ulIPter sta t('1I1('111 (T < (T,) equals 0' (Berkum
et aI. (1996)). If 112 = 3 the implied unique fiducial distribution is easily seen to be given by
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If the inference for (T is based only upon the value s and conditional distribution of S, given
N 1 = 3 and N 2 = 3 (compare 0.1) the resulting fiducial distribution is given by

G((T) := e- s 2/

2
(7

•

Obviously, as F > G, this inference for (T results in too conservative inferential statements
for the parameter of interest p.
Example 5.5
Consider the well-known Behrens-Fisher problem two independent random samples from two
normal distributions with parameters (Px, (T;) and (Py, (T~). The parameter of interest is
Jlx - Jt y. The statistic (s;, s;) is a maximal partially ancillary statistic, so s; and s; are
known characteristics of the reference set. Parameter st.atements depend on the value of
x - y. So, the (T-field (T((3) defined in -1.:2.1.1.1 is determined by the possible values of

the variance of x - y, and it is clear that the a-field of interest should be isomorphic with
(T((3). The condit.ions of 4.2.1.1.1 for crosscoherence are sat.isfied if F o is chosen to be equal
to (T((3) and F 1 is for example t.he a-fl('ld corresponding to the marginal distributions of
The weaker condition as mentioned illl.:2.1.1.! is. also satisfied if F o and F 1 are taken to be
the a-fields that are determined by '~7- and $~ respectively.

s;.
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